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Abstract—There is a set of equivalence conditions for the orthonormality of
the compactly supported scaling functions. Among them, there is the Cohen’s
t-cycle condition. In order to answer the question whether it is enough to check
this condition by a finite number of points, we study the t-cycles in more
detail. q 1998 Academic Press
Cohen’s t-cycle condition is one of the equivalence conditions for the orthonor-
mality of the compactly supported scaling functions. It is known that if the associate
function m0(j) x 0 for all j ¡ p /3, then the t-cycle condition is satisfied. We
notice that if m0(j) x 0 for all j¡ p /5 and for j  p /3, then the t-cycle condition
is satisfied. This leads us to ask the question that, when m0(j) x 0 in a certain interval,
whether it is enough to check the t-cycle condition by a finite number of points.
Given a real number j, let [j] be the (unique) number in [0p, p) such that [j]
 j (mod 2p) , and let t be the operator such that tj  2j (mod 2p) . The set j 
{jiji ˆ [0p, p) , 0 ¡ i ¡ k 0 1} is a t-cycle of length k if (1) ji/1  tji , (2) ji
 t kji , and (3) ji x jj for any i x j . It is clear that if j and h are two t-cycles and
their intersection is nonempty, then j  h . The only t-cycle of length 1 is ([0]) ;
we call it the trivial cycle.
Let f(x) ˆ L 2(R) be a compactly supported scaling function that satisfies the
scaling equation f(x)  ( ckf(2x 0 k) with the scaling coefficients ck . Let
m0(j)  12 ∑k
cke
ikj
be the corresponding filter characteristic function for f(x) . Then m0(j) is a 2p-
periodic trigonometric polynomial.
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Recall that the Cohen’s t-cycle condition is the following statement:
There is no nontrivial t-cycle j such that m0([jk 0 p])  0 for all jk ˆ j . (C)
This is one of the conditions for orthonormal wavelets of compact supports. (See
‘‘Ten Lectures’’ by Daubechies [1] and Cohen’s original works cited therein.)
It is known that every nontrivial t-cycle has an element in [0p, 023p] < [23p, p] .
Therefore, if m0(j) x 0 in the interval [0p /3, p /3] , then the cycle condition (C)
is satisfied. Let us now consider the intervals of the form
[0ap, ap] for 0  a  1.
The above fact amounts to saying that when m0(j) x 0 inside of [0ap, ap] and 13
¡ a ¡ 1, then the t-cycle condition (C) is satisfied. We now ask the following
question: when m0(j) x 0 inside of [0ap, ap] , are there finitely many points j1 ,
j2 , . . . , jn such that if m0(ji ) x 0 for 1 ¡ i ¡ n then the t-cycle condition (C) is
satisfied? We will see that the answer is positive if a is not too small, and the answer
is negative if a is too small.
Now we claim that any t-cycle of length k ¢ 3 has an element [ji ] ˆ [0p, 045p]
< [45p, p] (see also [2]) . Assume the contrary, let j  ([ji ]) be a t-cycle of length
k ¢ 3 and
[ji ] /ˆ F0p, 0 45 pG < F45 p, pG ∀i . (1)
Then
[ji/1] /ˆ F025 p, 25 pG , [ji01] /ˆ F0 35 p, 0 25 pG < F25 p, 35 pG .
Since i is arbitrary, we conclude that [ji ] cannot fall into a ‘‘wider’’ region than that
claimed in (1):
[ji ] /ˆ F0p, 0 45 pG < F0 35 p, 35 pG < F45 p, pG ∀i . (2)
Using (2) and considering the possible locations for [ji01] and [ji/1] , we see that in
fact [ji ] cannot fall into an even ‘‘wider’’ region than that claimed in (2) . We
continue with this process and we find that in addition of (2) we also have
[ji ] /ˆ <
n
HF0 45 p, 0bnpG < F0anp, 0 35 pGJ ,
[ji ] /ˆ <
n
HF35 p, anpG < Fbnp, 45 pGJ ∀i ,
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where
a0  35 , b0 
4
5




We take the limit and we can conclude that the only points where [ji ] can be are
[023p] and [23p] . But these two points form a t-cycle of length 2 which contradicts
the assumption that k ¢ 3.
By the property of t-cycles claimed above and the fact that the only t-cycle of
length 2 is ([023p] , [ 23p]) , we have the following proposition for 15 ¡ a  13.
PROPOSITION A. If m0(j) x 0 in the interval [0p /5 , p /5] , and if m0(p /3) x 0 ,
then the t-cycle condition (C) is satisfied.
Similarly, we have the following proposition for 317 ¡ a  15.
PROPOSITION B. If m0(j) x 0 in the interval [0 317p, 317p] , and if m0(p /3) x 0
and m0(p /5) x 0 , then the t-cycle condition (C) is satisfied.
But, we will see that the parameter a cannot be less than 17. Note that
SF47 pG , F0 67 pG , F27 pGD , SF67 pG , F0 27 pG , F0 47 pGD
are two t-cycles of length 3. We let
b  2
7(23m / 1) p.
Consider
jm : HF2 iS47 p / bDG : 0 ¡ i ¡ 6m 0 1J .
One can show that 2 i(47p / b) are all distinct for 0 ¡ i ¡ 3m 0 1. Note that
F23mS47 p / bDG  F47 p / 2r2
3m
7(23m / 1) G  F47 p / 27 p 0 bG  F67 p 0 bG .
One can also show that 2 i(67p 0 b) are all distinct for 0 ¡ i ¡ 3m 0 1. But
F23mS67 p 0 bDG  F67 p 0 2r2
3m
7(23m / 1) G  F67 p 0 27 p / bG  F47 p / bG .
We conclude that jm is a t-cycle of length 6m for any m  0. The elements of
jm are
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FS47/ 2r2
3 i
7(23m/ 1) DpG FS0 67/ 2r2
3 i/1
7(23m/ 1) DpG FS27/ 2r2
3 i/2
7(23m/ 1) DpG ,
FS670 2r2
3 i
7(23m/ 1) DpG FS0 270 2r2
3 i/1
7(23m/ 1) DpG FS0 470 2r2
3 i/2
7(23m/ 1) DpG ,
for 0 ¡ i ¡ m 0 1. Therefore, all elements for all jm are inside of the interval (067p,
6
7p) . In other words, all of these t-cycles of length 6m (for any integer m  0) do
not fall into the intervals [0p, 067p] and [67p, p] .
The foregoing example shows that, after a shift of p, there are infinitely many t-
cycles whose elements do not fall into the interval [017p, 17p] . We then have the
following conclusion.
PROPOSITION C. If m0(j) x 0 for j ˆ [0ap, ap] with a ¡ 17 , then infinitely many
points must be checked to show the validity of the t-cycle condition (C) .
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